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This work investigates how simultaneous CO2 bubbles desorb from water and n-heptane when these liq-
uids become supersaturated with dissolved CO2. Supersaturation is imposed locally by a miniature heater
so bubbles grow at adjacent sites across the heater. To suppress buoyancy, experiments are performed
at low gravity conditions. The number of nucleation sites and nucleation time delay depend on liquid
properties and heating power. Simultaneous bubbles do not grow at exactly the same rate and calcula-
tions show that this corresponds to slightly different bubble temperatures. Moreover, they exhibit smaller
growth rates than single bubbles at similar conditions, an indication that they compete for dissolved CO2.
As bubbles expand into the surrounding cold liquid, the heater's temperature decreases in a fashion im-
plying the inception of Marangoni convection. Simultaneous bubbles detach due to g-jitters but following
different ways in the two liquids. However, they always detach together and at smaller sizes than single
bubbles do. A temperature triggered destabilization of contact lines is deemed responsible for this.

© 2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

The study of bubble nucleation, growth and detachment during
the desorption of dissolved gases (degassing) in liquids is significant
for the effective design of many industrial equipment. In many appli-
cations degassing is caused by a reduction of the system pressure at
ambient temperature, e.g. in cavitating turbines and pumps (Payvar,
1987), in carbonated drinks (Barker et al., 2002) and in liquid waste
treatment by dissolved air flotation (Malley and Edzwald, 1991). In
another class of applications desorption of dissolved gases is caused
by rising the system temperature, e.g. in the degassing of glass melts
and glass powders (Heide et al., 1996; Yamasaki et al., 2007), in the
degassing of alloy powders (Nyborg and Magalhuaes, 1996) and in
the degassing of metal--carbon selective surfaces (Harding and Win-
dow, 1982). Moreover, in many thermal processes, e.g. heat exchang-
ers, boilers, distillation columns, spray dryers etc., degassing of liq-
uid layers during heating has a detrimental side effect which reduces
not only the liquid heat transfer coefficients but also the evaporation
rates by forming layers of air that spread over hot surfaces (McCabe
and Smith, 1967; Kern, 1950). While decompression degassing has
a global volume effect, thermal degassing is usually imposed locally
by hot vessel walls or submerged heaters and so it inevitably yields
temperature gradients (non-isothermal conditions) across the liquid
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volume. Using partial vacuum to enhance degassing lowers but does
not extinct temperature gradients (Kern, 1950; Szekely and Fang,
1973).

Early studies on bubble dynamics were performed having in mind
vapor bubbles controlled by heat transfer (nucleate boiling) rather
than dissolved gas bubbles where mass transfer dominates (des-
orption). Several of those pioneering studies focused on the spher-
ically symmetric growth of single, isolated, bubbles controlled by
heat transfer inside infinite liquids of constant superheat (Plesset
and Zwick, 1954; Forster and Zuber, 1954). Among the few reported
analytical solutions, the simple parabolic law (R ∼ t�=0.5, where R
the bubble radius and t the time of growth) introduced by Scriven
(1959) has been particularly successful in describing single bubble
growth in uniform temperature fields, i.e., during nucleate boiling.
The same expression proved also useful in describing the isothermal
mass-diffusion induced bubble growth from supersaturated (with
dissolved gas) solutions (Barker et al., 2002; Glas and Westwater,
1964; Bisperink and Prins, 1994; Jones et al., 1999a,b).

Recent experimental and theoretical works from this group
(Divinis et al., 2004, 2005, 2006a,b; Kostoglou and Karapantsios,
2005, 2007) on the dynamics of liquid degassing showed that single
bubbles growing over submerged heaters (thus within temperature
gradients) deviate from the parabolic law to an extent depending
on the liquids physical properties which dictate the growth rate;
the slowest the growth rate the nearest to � = 0.5.

Regarding the production of multiple simultaneous bubbles dur-
ing the desorption of dissolved gases, Scriven's solution was tested
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by Westerheide and Westwater (1961) in (isothermal) electrolysis
experiments. These authors found that bubbles produced by coales-
cence of smaller neighboring bubbles do not follow the parabolic
growth law but in that case � ≈ 0.3. Irregular bubble growth under
isothermal conditions was also observed by Buehl and Westwater
(1966) when producing multiple carbon dioxide bubbles on a solid
substrate by decompression of liquids at high levels of supersatu-
ration. The divergence from the parabolic law was again attributed
to coalescence of bubbles from neighboring sites. The above studies
demonstrated that multiple bubbles even under isothermal condi-
tions do not grow according to the ideal parabolic law.

The heterogeneous nucleation of boiling (vapor) bubbles on solid
walls is an evergreen field of research. Boiling experiments have
shown that the nucleation time delay depends on the local heat flux
and the interfacial and hydrodynamic conditions at the cavity (Merte
and Lee, 1997; Lee et al., 2003; Li and Peterson, 2005). Kant and
Weber (1994) in order to study the stability of nucleation sites in
pool boiling, observed the penetration of liquid in heated glass cap-
illaries following bubble detachment. They noticed that the depth of
penetration of the liquid/gas interface was influenced by the surface
tension, the viscosity and the wetting ability of the liquid as well as
by the geometry of the capillary.

In studies of heterogeneous nucleation during degassing of liq-
uids, bubbles of a dissolved gas were customarily produced by a ho-
mogeneous decompression or a global increase in the temperature
of a liquid (Jones et al., 1999a,b; Liger-Belair et al., 2002, 2005). Buehl
andWestwater (1966) and recently, Jones et al. (1998) noticed that in
cases where several bubbles were produced sequentially at a specific
nucleation site, every next bubble had a longer nucleation delay time
than its predecessor, indicating a localized solute depletion at the
region of the nucleation site. Liger-Belair et al. (2002) attributed this
progressively lower bubble production rate to the depletion of CaCO3
nuclei at the vessel walls (initially deposited there during washing
with tap water). Trying to test existing theoretical relations for es-
timating bubble hetero-nucleation rates Lubetkin (1989a,b) used an
acoustic technique to count the number of bubbles produced during
nucleation in carbonated water in order to identify a correlation be-
tween number of bubbles and nucleation rate. Later, Lubetkin (1995)
recognized the existence of a relationship between nucleation time
delay rate and initial bubble growth. Nevertheless, more work is re-
quired to investigate the parameters that affect nucleation from cav-
ities during degassing and how this is related to subsequent bubble
growth.

Bubble departure is an important parameter determining the
amount of gas production at a surface. As bubbles depart, a por-
tion of their gas remains in the sites providing nuclei for the for-
mation of new bubbles (Kant and Weber, 1994; Liger-Belair et al.,
2002, 2005). The size and frequency of bubbles ejecting from a
surface affect the temperature and concentration boundary layers
over the surface since bubbles are replaced by fresh liquid from
the bulk. Interestingly, bubbles depart from the surface at much
smaller sizes than predicted by a simple force balance analysis.
To account for this, Mori (1998) proposed a surface tension aided
mechanism for bubble departure which is caused by the formation
and collapse of the bubble neck. This is opposite to existing the-
ories which claim that surface tension acts to retain the bubbles
at the wall. Under low gravity conditions individual bubbles re-
main attached to the heater surface for longer times and therefore
grow up to excessively large sizes. Straub et al. (1990, 1992) ob-
served that bubbles at microgravity remain about 10 times longer
at the heater surface and grow to a diameter 3--4 times larger
than in 1-g before their departure (mainly due to g-jitters). Cooper
et al. (1978) based on their microgravity experiments also concluded
that the effect of surface tension was to assist the departure of
bubbles.

The scope of the present work is to study the dynamics of mul-
tiple neighboring bubbles forming during the desorption of carbon
dioxide from supersaturated water and n-heptane. A small axisym-
metrical thermistor is used as a heater in order to create local su-
persaturation (superheating) in a large pool of cold saturated solu-
tion. Experiments are performed below the boiling point of the liq-
uid but yet at quite elevated temperatures where vapor pressure
is significant. This work is an extension of our previous work on
single bubbles growing over submerged heaters. Multiple bubbles
growing over flat plate heaters were also dealt with (Divinis et al.,
2006b). The present experiments are conducted at low gravity con-
ditions in order to: (1) suppress natural convection of liquid thermal
layers around the heater, (2) minimize buoyancy bubble distortion
and (3) allow bubbles to grow up to large sizes without departing
from the heater. To our knowledge, these are the first experiments
of diffusion-induced multiple bubble production of a dissolved gas
that are performed in weightlessness.

The outline of the work is as follows: First, a summary of a recent
model developed for spherically symmetric non-isothermal bubble
growth is presented. Next, the experimental setup used in two ESA's
(European Space Agency) parabolic flight campaigns is presented
briefly. The primary experimental information involves data of the
evolution of bubble radius and heater temperature for water and n-
heptane and for various heating powers. Finally, the experimental re-
sults are compared with theoretical predictions and against results of
single bubble growth in order to interpret the observed phenomena.

2. Theory

A detailed mathematical description of the process of a bub-
ble growing while attached to a heated wall includes the solution
of transient heat and mass transfer equations in the gas and liq-
uid phases along with the appropriate boundary conditions on the
surface of the bubble and the heater. These equations are of the
convection--diffusion type where the flow field responsible for the
convection terms is generated by the expanding bubble. Evidently,
the problem includes moving boundaries with the motion being part
of the solution. In addition, the temperature gradient along the sur-
face of the bubble induces a Marangoni motion which transfers hot
fluid from the heater to the remote parts of the bubble surface, tend-
ing to equilibrate the bubble and the heater temperatures. The pres-
ence of multiple bubbles growing in proximity complicates further
the process because of the interaction between the flow, tempera-
ture and concentration fields around these neighboring bubbles.

Although the complete problem can in principle be formulated, its
numerical solution is very difficult. Problems like the inherent three
dimensionality, the moving gas--liquid interface and the inclusion of
Marangoni effects could be technically handled using advanced CFD
codes employing the so-called volume of fluid (VOF) technique to
track the interface evolution. Yet, the stiffness of the problem un-
der the specific experimental conditions is so large (initially explo-
sive bubble growth, extremely large Marangoni number) that pre-
cludes the possibility of numerical solution at reasonable compu-
tation times. Only very recently, the Marangoni flow around non-
growing bubbles in a similar situation (stationary or moving bubbles
attached to a thin heated wire) has been addressed by Christopher
et al. (2006).

Our first attempt to simulate the problem was based on a spher-
ically symmetric (1-D) model for the liquid around a bubble which
grows at a uniform and constant (time independent) temperature
(Divinis et al., 2004). The problem was solved using a well-known
similarity transformation that has led to a power law relation be-
tween bubble radius and time with an exponent value equal to 0.5
which gave predictions close to the measured data for short bub-
ble growth times (up to 1--2 s). For larger times, the experimental
curves were best-fitted by lower (than 0.5) exponent values which
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essentially meant that the bubble temperature was decreasing with
time. The possibility that the discrepancy was due to the temper-
ature dependent physical properties of the surrounding liquid or a
radial temperature distribution inside the bubble was dealt with in
a previous publication (Divinis et al., 2005) which showed that those
factors could not explain the discrepancy.

Keeping in mind that the driving force for bubble growth is the
difference between the dissolved gas bulk concentration and the
equilibrium concentration (solubility) at the bubble surface, one can
go a step further. The problem can be approximated by a 1-D model
for the liquid assuming that the bubble grows under a time depen-
dent temperature. This temperature represents the spatially average
temperature across the whole bubble at every instant. It must be
noted that the volumetric and surface average temperatures of the
bubble coincide, since the intra-bubble temperature field is dictated
by pseudo-steady state heat conduction (Laplace) equation.

It is apparent that the computation of the evolution of the in-
stantaneous average bubble temperature requires knowledge of the
complete temperature field which is not known. So, based on the
simplified 1-D model, the inverse problem can be formulated. This
calls for estimating the average bubble temperature evolution curve,
Tb(t), from the experimental bubble growth curve, R(t). Comparing
the estimated evolution of the average bubble temperature with the
measured evolution of the heater temperature reveals important in-
formation on the phenomena governing bubble growth. It must be
stressed that the inverse problem does not involve the energy bal-
ance on the bubble surface (including terms such as latent heat, heat
capacity of gas/vapor, heat of gas dissolution, gas expansion work
etc.) since the bubble temperature is exclusively deduced from heat
and mass transfer considerations on the liquid side combined with
the bubble growth curve. Details of this approach can be found in
Divinis et al. (2006a).

The outcome of the inverse 1-D mathematical problem is that at
every instant the average bubble temperature Tb(t) can be estimated
from the experimental bubble radius evolution curve through the
following transcendental equation:

([
2FmD

(
To + Tb

2

)]−0.8
+
[
12
�

F2mD(Tb)

]−0.8
)−1.25

=
(
dR2

dt

)
exp

(1)

where D(T) is the temperature dependent gas-in-liquid diffusion co-
efficient and To is the far field bulk temperature. The foaming num-
ber Fm is defined as

Fm = (csat(To) − csat(Tb))RgTb

P∞ − Psat(Tb)
(2)

where csat is the solubility of the gas in the liquid, Psat the vapor
pressure of the liquid, P∞ the ambient pressure and Rg the ideal gas
constant. This number denotes the ratio of the relative contributions
of convection over diffusion transport of CO2 from the bulk to the
bubble surface.

3. Experiment

The experimental setup has been described elsewhere in detail
(Divinis et al., 2004, 2006a). Here the major components are pre-
sented briefly.

The core of the equipment is an ultra precision thermostat unit
into which an exchangeable sample cell unit is inserted (Fig. 1). The
thermostat operates under the gradient reduction principle and can
provide temperature stability in the order of ±0.005 ◦C. A sample cell
unit is essentially a sealed tube the lower part of which is made of
special spectrometer glass cuvette. The cells are specially designed

Fig. 1. Engineering drawing of the thermostat unit with an exchangeable cell.

to maintain their measuring chamber (glass cuvette) completely full
with liquid at all times so as to prevent free float of the liquid in low
gravity. The liquid volume in the cell is approx. 22 cm3. The pres-
sure inside the cells is kept at ambient values by means of an elastic
membrane sealing a port of the cell. This work presents only results
of multiple bubbles growing adjacent to each other on the glass-
coated surface of a small, roughly spherical, NTC thermistor (Ther-
mometrics, Inc. rth = 0.125mm, nominal) serving as a local heater.
In fact, the thermistor is an axisymmetric ellipsoid with a small-to-
large radii ratio of 1:2; the value of the nominal radius represents
the two small, approximately equal, radii. It must be stressed that
the recording view of the thermistor provides a roughly spherical
2-D projection in the plane of the two smaller radii.

The bubbles growing on the spherical heater are illuminated by
three sets of RGB light emitting diodes (LEDs) located apart by 120◦
around the circumference of the cell. The illumination coming from
one of these sets is offset by 7◦ in the longitudinal direction in order
to allow a 3-D impression on the 2-D images. To enhance the contrast
between the bubble and its surroundings a 5mW He--Ne laser is
used for background illumination. Bubble images are recorded by a
CCD color camera with 1k × 1k pixels, 24-bit resolution RGB and
acquisition rate of 25 frames per second. An image processing code
written inMATLAB� is used to determine the bubble diameter versus
time from video frames. The overall uncertainty in the determination
of bubble radius is ±2%.
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Table 1
Range of the delivered powers and the heater temperatures which produced multiple
bubbles in both test liquids

Liquid Power range (mW) Heat flux range (W/m2) Tave. rangea (◦C)

Water 46.0--66.0 5.6 × 104.8.0 × 104 83.0--91.0
n-heptane 13.0--86.0 1.6 × 104.1.0 × 105 42.0--89.0

aTave temperature calculated from data through the entire heating runs.

Bubbles are produced at the surface of the thermistor by applying
continuous heat pulses of constant power (±2%). The power of the
pulses is constant through each run but varies among runs. The du-
ration of each heat pulse is either 10 or 20 s. Registering the voltage
drop across the thermistor allows the delivered power and temper-
ature of the thermistor to be estimated. Table 1 displays the range of
the delivered power levels for the different test liquids which pro-
duced multiple bubbles. The corresponding ranges of the average
thermistor temperatures and estimated heat fluxes---assuming that
the heater is perfectly spherical---are also presented.

De-ionized water and n-heptane (99.0%, Panreac quimica) are
the test liquids in this work. These liquids are initially saturated by
prolonged bubbling with CO2 (99.99%, Air metal).

The experiments are conducted during the 35th and 38th ESA's
Parabolic Flight Campaigns. Each run is conducted during a separate
parabola. Data of onboard gravitational acceleration provided by ESA
showed only a moderate quality of low gravity with random fluc-
tuations ±2.6 × 10−2g. The low gravity period is slightly different
among parabolas but on the average lasts approx. 20 s.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermal data

Fig. 2 displays the applied heating powers versus the ensuing
heating thermistor temperatures for generating single and multiple
bubbles in water and n-heptane, respectively. Temperatures are av-
erage values over the entire duration of heating runs. For n-heptane,
data for two different heating thermistors (test cells) are shown.

Higher power levels (thus temperatures) are necessary to gener-
ate bubbles in water than in n-heptane chiefly because of the much
lower solubility of carbon dioxide in water (Perry and Chilton, 1973;
Fogg and Gerrard, 1991). Also, higher power levels are needed to
produce multiple bubbles compared with those used to create sin-
gle bubbles. Yet, these power levels vary among heating thermistors
since their nucleation sites demand different thermal energy to be
activated. For each thermistor and test liquid a roughly linear rela-
tion is noticed between applied power and thermistor temperature,
highlighting the strong association between these two parameters.

4.2. Bubble growth generations

For low power heat pulses, Divinis et al. (2004, 2006a) observed
single bubbles growing always at the same location of the thermistor
surface for the entire heating period. At the higher power levels of
this work, two ormore bubbles are noticed to grow simultaneously at
different (but always the same) locations on the thermistor's surface.

A typical sequence of events during the present heating runs is as
follows: after energizing the heater, a brief time lap (depending on
the liquid and the applied power) is necessary to create local super-
saturation and therefore cause nucleation. Then, a first bubble forms
at a specific site on the thermistor and begins to grow. Either simul-
taneously or with some time delay (depending also on the liquid
and the applied power), a second bubble emerges at another nucle-
ation site on the thermistor surface. At some point in time (within
the heating period), the on-growing bubbles depart from the heater

Fig. 2. Applied heating powers and attained average thermistor temperatures for
producing multiple and single bubbles in water and in n-heptane.

synchronously. This series of events will be henceforth referred to
as the 1st bubble generation of the heating run. Almost immediately
after departure, two new bubbles appear at exactly the same nucle-
ation sites and start growing until they also eventually detach from
the heater. This series of events designates the 2nd bubble genera-
tion. The sequence of bubble generations continues until the end of
the heating run or until the end of the low gravity period, whichever
comes first. Deviations from the above description are encountered
with the highest power pulses employed in n-heptane, where bub-
ble generations consist of more than two simultaneous bubbles and
detachment is more complicated (see below).

In the plots that follow the [x_x_x, x] format in the legend stands
for [day_parabola_campaign, power]. Each plot includes bubble ra-
dius evolution curves, the corresponding thermistor (heater) tem-
perature profiles and a sketch with three circles. The circle with the
mesh in the middle represents the thermistor, whereas the black
and white circles designate the specific locations (nucleation sites)
where the two bubbles grow. Accordingly, these two bubbles are
described by the black and white markers in the growth curves, re-
spectively. The presented curves correspond only to data obtained
during low gravity conditions although heat pulses may last longer.
At the top of each plot, G denotes the order of bubble generation and
b the number of bubbles in each generation.

Fig. 3 displays bubble growth data and thermistor temperatures
for runs in water. In these experiments, there are always two bubbles
per generation. The inability to apply higher powers in water (due
to technical reasons) did not permit production of more than two
simultaneous bubbles. A general observation is that the two bubbles
do not grow at exactly the same rate but, usually, bubbles produced
on the 1st site (black markers) grow a bit faster than those on the
2nd site (white markers) at least for a part of the growth period.
This is perhaps not so clear in some bubble generations at the higher
power runs of Figs. 3b and c where the two bubbles appear during
some periods to grow at comparable rates (yet, there are differences
as explained in Fig. 5a). A tentative explanation for the above is pro-
vided below based on the estimated average bubble temperatures.

On the other hand, the growth curves of simultaneous bubbles
from successive generations that develop at the same nucleation
site usually coincide (within experimental noise) if superimposed.
This was also noticed with single bubble generations growing in n-
heptane (Divinis et al., 2004) and agrees with observations made
in earlier mass diffusion-induced bubble growth experiments (Jones
et al., 1999b; Westerheide and Westwater, 1961). Inspection of the
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Fig. 3. Multiple bubble growth and heating thermistor temperature data for water. (a) 46mW, (b) 56mW, (c) 66mW.

growth curves of single and double bubbles in Fig. 3a shows that the
growth rate is related to the instantaneous heater temperature (thus,
to the bubble temperature). Therefore, at the first second of growth,
the double bubbles of the 2nd and 3rd generations grow faster than
the single bubbles of the 1st generation since the heater is hotter in
the 2nd and 3rd generations but this gradually fades out since the
heater temperature drops faster during the double bubble growth.

At first glance, it seems strange in Fig. 3c that the number of
generations drops from three to two when using a higher power
(66mW) while the opposite would be intuitively expected. It is be-
lieved that this is simply because the 66mW run was the first one
conducted with this heating thermistor (test cell) and so its nucle-
ation sites were not activated before.

The temperature of the thermistor follows a pattern related to
the bubble production sequence described above. Initially (just be-
fore nucleation) the temperature rises very fast because of the ther-
mistor's low heat capacity. After a bubble appears, the thermal be-
havior of the thermistor is affected by the instantaneous size of the
developing bubble relative to the size of the thermistor. So, when the
bubble is much smaller than the thermistor, the thermistor tempera-
ture continues to climb fast (perhaps not as fast as before nucleation
but there is not enough time resolution in temperature readings to
assert this). When the bubble reaches a critical size (roughly equal
to half the size of the thermistor), the temperature attains a peak
value after which it falls---rapidly first, more gradually later---toward

a roughly constant value. The latter constant value occurs when the
bubble reaches approximately twice the size of the thermistor. Fi-
nally, at bubble detachment the temperature rises steeply again and
the cycle is repeated. It must be stressed here that in some few runs
where accidentally no bubble appeared on the thermistor during
heating, the measured thermistor temperature was monotonously
increasing with time.

The above sequence is similar to what was observed in single
bubble experiments regarding either degassing (Divinis et al., 2004)
or boiling (Lee et al., 2003). Yet, the presence of simultaneous grow-
ing bubbles affects the thermal behavior of the thermistor. Thus,
with just one bubble the decline of the thermistor temperature after
its peak value is less steep (e.g. 1st generation in Fig. 3a) than with
two simultaneous bubbles (e.g. 2nd and 3rd generations in Fig. 3a).
Furthermore, the moment a second bubble forms the temperature
immediately drops further. Regarding bubble detachment, similar
temperature spikes have been observed to accompany bubble de-
parture from the heater in nucleate boiling experiments (Chen and
Chung, 2002) as the insulating effect of bubbles over the heater was
momentarily eliminated.

The aforementioned characteristic variation of the thermistor
temperature may be qualitatively interpreted by considering the de-
velopment of Marangoni convection around the bubble which drives
liquid away from the hot and toward the cold side of the gas/liquid
interface. In this way, the bubble acts as a microscale pump dragging
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Fig. 4. Multiple bubble growth and heating thermistor temperature data for n-heptane. (a) 13mW, (b) 17mW, (c) 64mW, (d) 86mW.

liquid from the region adjacent to the thermistor surface toward the
bulk. Such Marangoni convection has been repeatedly reported in
subcooled boiling applications (Christopher et al., 2006; Petrovic et
al., 2004).

The instantaneous thermistor temperature reflects the syn-
chronous contribution of two effects: (1) an electric heating effect
which tends to increase the temperature and (2) Marangoni con-
vection around the bubble which tends to reduce the temperature.
While the intensity of electric heating is constant, the intensity of
Marangoni convection depends on the overall temperature differ-
ence between the hot and cold end of the bubble, thus, it varies
with bubble size. The data show that as soon as the growing bubble
reaches about half the size of the thermistor the thermistor be-
gins to cool down, a sign that at this point Marangoni convection
may start to dominate over electric heating. Eventually, when the
bubble becomes large enough for its cold end to attain the tem-
perature of the bulk, Marangoni convection reaches a maximum
steady state. The above maximum limit is considered responsible
for the establishment of a roughly constant minimum thermis-
tor temperature at the later (and prolonged) stages of bubble
growth.

The thermistor profile from one bubble generation to the next
drifts slightly toward higher values. The above behavior is attributed
to the progressively higher liquid temperatures established around
the thermistor after each bubble detachment, as compared to the
low bulk temperature before the first heat pulse. This behavior quan-
titatively varies among heating thermistors as one can see by com-
parison with the data of Divinis et al. (2004).

Figs. 4a--d display multiple bubble growth runs in n-heptane and
indicate a dramatic increase in complexity with power level. For the
lower employed powers (13 and 17mW; Figs. 4a and b) observa-
tions are alike to water. The evolution of the thermistor temperature
from the 1st bubble generation to the next appears now to over-
all drift toward lower values but this is simply because the creation
of the second bubble in the 1st generation reduces the temperature
significantly. In addition, the growth rates of the two simultaneous
bubbles differ now less than in water (more about this in the next
section). Comparison between the growth curve of the single (1st
generation) bubble in Figs. 4a and b and the successive double bub-
bles at the same site reveals that single bubbles grow a bit faster
than double bubbles. As with water, this may be partially attributed
to all along the higher thermistor temperature during single bubble
growth.

The situation is more complex in Figs. 4c and d where due to the
very fast growth of several (more than two) simultaneous bubbles,
the bubble evolution curves and the thermistor temperature profiles
are disturbed. The capital letters (A--E) in Figs. 4c and d denote bub-
bles (still in contact with the thermistor) that are produced from the
coalescence of earlier smaller bubbles. This event will be discussed
below with respect to its relevance to bubble departure.

For n-heptane, one can see that the number of bubble generations
increases as the delivered power increases. Furthermore, at higher
power levels the number of bubbles per generation increases, too.
This manifests the direct dependence of the number of active nucle-
ation sites on power level, a feature well known in boiling literature
(Mori, 1998).
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Fig. 5. Average bubble temperature computed from the model compared with
measured thermistor temperature for (a) water, (b) n-heptane.

4.3. Bubbles temperature versus heater temperature

The non-isothermal model described above predicts the temporal
evolution of the spatially average bubble temperature from the ex-
perimentally measured radius evolution data. Such predictions are
compared with measured thermistor temperatures in Fig. 5. Curves
Ath and Bth correspond to the experimentally obtained thermistor
temperatures of runs A and B, respectively. Symbols AB, BB and AW,
BW denote the predicted temperatures corresponding to bubbles
with black markers and white markers, respectively.

Two cases of dual-bubble growth are examined for water: one at
high power (A; 66mW) and one at low power (B; 56mW), Fig. 5a.
In both runs, the model predicts that the bubbles temperatures are
comparable ±0.05 ◦C) to the heater's temperature and to each other
for times less than ∼ 0.5 s. This prediction is consistent with previ-
ous results in water where single bubbles were triggered by lower
powers (Divinis et al., 2006a). Since higher powers are necessary to
produce multiple bubbles, the duration of isothermal growth is less
than in single bubble runs.

It was noted for water (Fig. 3) that bubbles growing on the 1st
site (black markers) usually grow faster than those on the 2nd (white
markers). This is verified by the model predictions in Fig. 5, which
show that the black-marked bubbles attain gradually higher temper-
atures that the white-marked bubbles. A tentative explanation for

the above site-specific bubble growth is that, since the thermistor is
not perfectly spherical the thermal boundary layer surrounding it,
is also not perfectly symmetrical. Thus, bubbles growing on the 2nd
site may correspond to higher-curvature regions of the boundary
layer and so extend faster into the colder bulk liquid than bubbles
on the 1st site. The possibility that differences in the geometry of the
two nucleation cavities might dictate this divergence should rather
be excluded due to the slow diffusion-induced growth of large gas
bubbles although it is in principle possible such differences to play
a key role in the much faster vapor bubbles during boiling.

Fig. 5b compares predicted bubble temperatures to measured
thermistor temperatures, for runs in n-heptane. Run A refers to
growth of a single bubble during the 1st generation (i.e. before ac-
tivation of the 2nd site). Run B refers to the 2nd generation of the
same experiment, where two bubbles grow simultaneously. A strong
deviation between heater temperature and bubbles temperatures (∼
13 ◦C for run A and ∼ 7 ◦C for run B) is observed very early in both
runs. In addition, the two different bubbles temperatures in run B
diverge only slightly between each other, in line with the observa-
tions made in Fig. 4b.

For single bubbles in n-heptane Divinis et al. (2006a) found that
for slow growth rates, i.e. low power levels, bubbles were in thermal
equilibrium with the thermistor during the entire heating course.
On the contrary, at higher power levels strong deviations between
thermistor and bubble temperature were observed already after the
onset of heating. This was attributed to the much faster bubble ex-
pansion rates into the surrounding cold liquid layers encountered at
high powers.

Interestingly, in those of the present tests where two simultane-
ous bubbles occur, the observed growth rates are comparable be-
tween water and n-heptane although they are triggered by different
heating powers and despite the different temperature of bubbles in
the two liquids (Figs. 5a and b). In an effort to explain the situa-
tion, one might look for probably different Marangoni effects in the
two liquids. However, in both liquids the Marangoni number is ex-
tremely large so no major differences are expected due to thermo-
capillarity variations. In addition, one might also think of probably
different pre-nucleation temperature profiles around the thermis-
tors (into which then the bubbles develop). However, differences
in the nucleation time delay between the two liquids are too small
to be responsible for this. Therefore, another explanation must be
sought. Although the amount of dissolved gas is higher in n-heptane
than in water, the progression of heat in n-heptane is much slower
than in water because the thermal diffusivity of n-heptane is two
times lower than of water and also because of the lower tempera-
tures employed in n-heptane. As a consequence, a bubble growing
in n-heptane comes sooner in contact with surrounding cold liquid
layers than in water. At present this appears the most probable ex-
planation for the similar growth rates in the two liquids.

4.4. Single bubble versus multiple bubble growth rates

Fig. 6a (water) and Fig. 6b (n-heptane) compare single bubble
against multiple bubble growth data. In the legend of the plots, the
average (over the entire heating period) thermistor temperature is
shown after the power value. It is observed that the growth curves
are alike, in spite of the difference in the average thermistor tem-
peratures in each experimental pair (5.4 ◦C for water and 3.1 ◦C for
n-heptane, respectively). The smaller growth rate of the simultane-
ous bubbles (despite the higher thermistor temperature triggering
it) may be attributed to the bubbles competition for carbon dioxide
dissolved in the neighborhood of the thermistor. The same argument
has been invoked by Westerheide and Westwater (1961) in their
electrolysis experiments. Further to this, a closer inspection of Figs.
6a and b shows that at very short times when the two bubbles are
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Fig. 6. Comparison of multiple with single bubble growth curves for (a) water (b)
n-heptane.

small and their competition is not significant, the hotter two bubbles
grow a bit faster than the respective single one.

Figs. 7a and b compares growth curves of double bubbles in water
and n-heptane. Regardless of the different average thermistor tem-
peratures among runs, the curves are comparable for both liquids.
Divinis et al. (2004) working with single bubbles observed an up-
per temperature (saturation) limit above which any further increase
in the thermistor temperature had practically no effect on bubble
growth rate. This limit was found for water at ∼ 90 ◦C and for n-
heptane at ∼ 55 ◦C. It was argued that above these limits bubbles
cannot grow any faster because their surface expands faster than the
thermal boundary layer around the thermistor and so their growth
is restricted by exposure to cold liquid layers. Figs. 7a and b indi-
cate that saturation starts at lower temperatures for multiple bub-
bles than for single bubbles. This observation lends further support
to the notion that adjacent bubbles may compete for the available
dissolved carbon dioxide at the region of the heater. However, given
the significance of this finding we feel that more work is needed to
elucidate this issue.

4.5. Bubble nucleation

In water, the limited range of employed powers leads always to
two active nucleation sites (Fig. 3). Bubbles growing during the first

Fig. 7. Comparison of multiple bubble growth curves under different thermal condi-
tions in order to determine the thermal saturation limit for (a) water (b) n-heptane.

generation on the 1st site (preferred) nucleate without significant
time delay. In particular, for a power of 46mW the nucleation delay
of the first bubble is 0.22 s whereas for 56 and 66mW the delay is
0.09 s. Regarding the second bubble of the first generation (growing
at the 2nd site), nucleation occurs after 2.84 s for the 46mW run,
but almost synchronously with the first bubble at higher powers.

The observed inversely proportional dependence of nucleation
time delay on employed power (thermistor temperature) demon-
strates that a nucleation energy barrier must be overcome for a site
to become activated. It is believed that this effect is far more im-
portant than the reduction of contact angle of water with the ther-
mistor at higher temperatures which also hampers heterogeneous
nucleation (Wilt, 1986).

During later generations, the time that bubbles take to appear on
the 1st site (after detachment of the previous bubbles) is between
0.12 and 0.28 s. The 2nd site needs an additional activation time
(relative to the 1st site) between ∼ 0.00 and 0.20 s. One might in-
tuitively expect a rather immediate nucleation during the 2nd and
3rd bubble generations since nucleation cavities are already filled
with gas left behind by departing bubbles (Kant and Weber, 1994;
Liger-Belair et al., 2002). Nevertheless, nucleation time delay during
later generations, may be seriously affected by the time needed for
the concentration boundary layer of dissolved gas to be restored over
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the heater following the detachment of a previous bubble (Jones et
al., 1999b; Westerheide and Westwater, 1961).

In n-heptane, the above behavior is also confirmed (Fig. 4). For the
1st site, the nucleation delay is around 0.07 s for 13mW, 0.03 s for
17mW and ∼ 0.00 s for 64 and 86mW. The first activation of the 2nd
site depends strongly on the delivered power. At a power of 13mW
the 2nd site is activated 6.48 s after nucleation at the 1st site, but
this time delay drops to 2.84 s when the power is raised to 17mW.
Subsequent generations exhibit small (0.10--0.16 s) nucleation time
delays at the lower power levels 13 and 17mW and no discernable
delay at the higher power levels 64 and 86mW. Evidently, nucleation
ismore favorable in n-heptane than inwater, a fact which is endorsed
by the almost one order of magnitude higher solubility of carbon
dioxide to n-heptane.

In addition, in n-heptane the number of active sites (at the same
thermistor) increases drastically with increasing power level. Thus,
when the power level is 13 and 17mW there are two active sites
but at 64 and 86mW there exist five active sites. The dependence of
the number of active sites on the delivered power supports further
the notion of successively higher energy barriers needed to activate
less favorable nucleation sites.

4.6. Bubble detachment

In the absence of buoyancy the main reason for bubble detach-
ment is g-jitters. In experiments during the same parabolic flight
campaigns (Divinis et al., 2004, 2006a) it was noticed that single
bubbles in n-heptane were becoming floppy (sensitive to external
vibrations) only when their radius was above 800�m. Moreover, in
water and in water/glycerin solutions bubbles were always stiff re-
gardless their size because of the higher viscosity. So, at first glance,
it seems peculiar that multiple bubbles in the present runs detach
at a substantially smaller radius, between ∼ 150 and ∼ 450�m (ex-
cept the large coalescing bubble at very high powers in n-heptane;
see below). Surprisingly, it is further noticed that the radius of de-
tachment is comparable for n-heptane and water and independent
of the applied power.

Inspection of Figs. 3 and 4 reveals a few more interesting fea-
tures. Despite the appreciable lateral distance between simultane-
ous bubbles they always detach synchronously (within 40ms, our
image recording time resolution) regardless test liquid, power level
and bubble size. Even during those 1st bubble generations that a
substantial nucleation time delay exists between the two bubbles,
the second, smaller, bubble detaches also synchronously with the
first, larger, one. This is noteworthy because in previous single bub-
ble experiments (Divinis et al., 2004, 2006a), whenever such a small
bubble was left on the surface of the thermistor after the end of
a heat pulse, it could not detach even during the high-gravity pe-
riod (∼ 1.8g) concluding a parabola. The above arguments combined
suggest a clearly different detachment behavior of multiple bubbles
compared to single bubbles.

Careful Inspection of the recorded frames shows a fundamen-
tal difference between the multiple bubble experiments in water
and in n-heptane. In water, bubbles remain attached to their ini-
tial growth sites and depart synchronously (without coalescence)
although they are apart by almost 180◦ around the thermistor's cir-
cumference (Fig. 8a). It is rather improbable that such simultaneous
departure can be due to bubbles interaction through the intervening
liquid layers. There is evidence that as a bubble grows its contact
angle with the heater varies in a discontinuous manner, often with
a stick-and-slip behavior (Buehl and Westwater, 1966). Apparently,
small contact angles make detachment easy whereas large contact
angles make detachment difficult. By employing high heat fluxes to
create multiple bubbles the heater rapidly attains elevated tempera-
tures although bubbles increase their size only gradually due to slow

Fig. 8. Three characteristic moments of multiple bubble growth. (a) Two different
size bubbles growing in water attached at their initial sites an instant before detach-
ment. (b) Four different size bubbles growing in n-heptane before and after their
coalescence. (c) Foam-like structure of four large bubbles growing simultaneously
in n-heptane.

mass diffusion. Thus, at the elevated heater's temperature during
multiple bubble growth the contact angle decreases and a serious
destabilization of the contact line can be caused by g-jitters already
at small bubble sizes.

Perhaps another explanation for the synchronous destabilization
of the bubbles stems from the non perfect symmetry (sphericity)
of the heater. These conditions may create appreciable temperature
gradients along the contact line of the bubbles (contact angle gradi-
ents) causing lateral displacement and destabilization of the bubbles.

Contrary to water, in n-heptane, bubbles exhibit high mobility
prior to departure. This is most likely due to the low capillary adhe-
sion forces between the bubble and the heater as a result of the low
values of surface tension and contact angle. Phenomena related to
bubble mobility and induced interactions are described extensively
by Divinis et al. (2006b). Here, we only note in relation to bubble de-
parture that, at low power values (13 and 17mW), bubbles of com-
parable size depart always after they have moved one towards the
other and have coalesced while still in contact with the thermistor.
In cases where a large and a small bubbles co-exist, the large one
remains still and attracts the small one. In both cases, coalescence
can create significant destabilizing forces.

At high powers (64 and 86mW) three or more bubbles grow si-
multaneously during each generation (Figs. 8b and c). These bubbles
soon become large enough and contact each other in a foam-like
structure while they continue to grow. At some moment these bub-
bles coalesce into a new larger bubble which despite its excessive
size continues to grow in contact with the heater during the sub-
sequent generations. New bubbles appear around this large bubble
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right after coalescence since the nucleation sites are now available.
This is clearly seen in Figs. 4c (bubbles A and B, 3rd and 4th genera-
tions) and 4d (bubbles A--E, 2nd--6th generation). Such large bubbles
are inherently unstable and should, in principle, detach easily. Recent
studies (Wang et al., 2005; Lu and Peng, 2005) have demonstrated
that when two bubbles grow next to each other they are attracted to
the heater more strongly than when they are alone because the jet
streams of the Marangoni flows around each bubble (pushing them
away from the cold bulk and toward the heater) join together into a
larger and more stable jet stream. This might be a plausible explana-
tion for the unexpected stability of the large bubbles in Figs. 4c and
d. Needless to say that this effect has a tremendous technological
significance and adds to our understanding on the initiation of gas
blanketing phenomena over solid walls in heat transfer equipment.

Also noteworthy in Fig. 4d is that bubble E (6th bubble gener-
ation) stops growing at 8.80 s because at that moment it is sud-
denly lifted-off from the surface of the thermistor by the other three
bubbles that grow in contact with it. Bubble E does not drift away
but stays in contact with the other three bubbles in a foam-like
structure. This event has been presented in more detail by Divinis
et al. (2006b) as it shows a serious potential for microgravity appli-
cations where heating surfaces need be periodically wiped from gas
bubbles.

5. Conclusions

To generate multiple (two or more) simultaneous CO2 bubbles in
water and n-heptane---initially saturated with dissolved CO2---higher
power levels (heater temperatures) are needed compared with gen-
erating single bubbles. In addition, water requires higher powers
than n-heptane chiefly because of its lower gas solubility. The num-
ber of simultaneous bubbles per generation and also the number
of generations within a certain heating period increase with power
level. This was best observed in n-heptane where multiple bubbles
start to appear even at low power levels.

Simultaneous bubbles emerging at different sites of the heater do
not grow at exactly the same rate whereas simultaneous bubbles of
consecutive bubble generations growing at the same site usually do
so. Using an appropriate theoretical model to estimate the average
bubble temperature from the experimentally obtained bubble radius
reveals that simultaneous bubbles do not grow isothermally to each
other, apart from a short period at the beginning of heating when
they are smaller than the size of the heater. This may be attributed to
local deviations of the heater geometry from sphericity: bubbles with
lower temperatures grow at higher-curvature regions. In addition,
the temperature of both bubbles progressively diverges from the
heater's temperature to an extent that varies between water and n-
heptane. This behavior may be ascribed to the onset of Marangoni
convection around the growing bubbles combined with the different
speed of heat propagation in the two liquids.

Careful comparisons reveal that multiple bubbles grow at lower
rates than single bubbles at equivalent thermal conditions, a fact
which implies that multiple bubbles growing in proximity can de-
plete the dissolved gas in their neighborhood. The competition of
adjacent bubbles for the available dissolved gas is further supported
by the observed thermal saturation limit (temperature above which
any increase in temperature has no effect on growth rate) for mul-
tiple bubbles which is distinctly lower than that for single bubbles.

Nucleation time delay and number of nucleation sites depend
strongly on power level and liquid properties. Furthermore, multiple
bubbles detach at some point along their growth due to g-jitters
but this occurs through different paths for water and n-heptane.
Nevertheless, in both liquids bubbles detach synchronously and at
much smaller sizes than single bubbles do. This is attributed to the
higher temperatures employed to produce multiple bubbles which

are capable of destabilizing the contact line of the bubbles with the
heater.
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